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(Manimr:rn mad<s: 100) .

PART - A
(Madmurn marks: 10)

Answer a// questions in one or two sentences- Each question carries 2

J. What is meant by point to point configuration ?

2. what is the difference between gurded and ungurded tansrnission ?

3. List two enor detection techniques.

4. What is meant by attenuation ?

5. What is meant by protocol ?
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PART _- B

(Maximurn marks : 30)

Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Explain different types of networks. l

2. Explain any three topologies.

3. Explain digital to analog conversion techniques.

4. What is meant by PCM ?

5. Explain about CRC.

6. Explain different po[mg techniques.

7. ilxplain digtal signature.
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PART -_ C

(Maximr:rn marks: 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks')

UNrr - I

il Explain tso - oSI layered architecture with a neat diagram. 15

On

IV (a) Explain difFcrent types of noises. 8

7(b) Explarn TCP/IP Protocol zuite'

Ur.rrr - II

V (a) Explain Manchester and Differential Manchester encoding schelnes. 8

(b) Explarn analog to analog arcoding schemes. 7

On

VI Explain the guided tarsmission media in detail. 15

gy11 -- III
VII Explain flow contol techniques-stop and wait & sliding window. 15

On

VIII (a) Explain synchronous and asynchronous tansmission. 6

(b) Expiain synchronous TDM. 9

U:.irr - lV

D( (a) Explain circuit switching, packet switching. 8

ft) Explain advantages of wireless communication- 7

On

X (a) Explarr RSA algorithm with example.

(b) Explarr substitution crphers.
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